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Building
sustainability

Suspects
identified
for theft
of over 20
bicycles

GV’s Marketplace
received Gold
LEED certification
BY SANDA VAZGEC
ASSISTANTNEWS@LANTHORN.COM

ustainability has always
been a top priority
at Grand Valley State
University and its latest
completed
construc
tion project is no exception. The
Marketplace, which encompasses
the university bookstore, and the
interconnected P. Douglas Kindschi Hall of Science have reached the
Gold Standard of LEED Certifica
tions. This award brings the univer
sity to 23 LEED certified facilities.
“In recent years there has been a
push towards more sustainable prac
tices, and Grand Valley along with
Grand Rapids are among the lead
ers,” said Paul Lamphere, a geography
and sustainable planning major. “The
involvement of former Grand Rapids
mayor, George Heartwell, has also had
a significant impact in the sustainabil
ity of our area and I’m confident that
those efforts will continue to rise. Our
award certified buildings are just the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to the
future of sustainable practices.”
LEED Certifications are based on
factors such as: building design and
construction, wcter efficiency, energy

Half of bicycles
stolen on campus
returned to owners
BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM

BREATHING IN SUCCESS: Jordan Vanderham showcasing his thermal mask invention. Vanderham’s company called
Orindi Ventures won $25,000 at the GreenLight Business Model Competition in East Lansing, courtesy | gvnow

Inspiring Innovation
GV student creates thermal mask
BY SHAE SLAUGHTER
SSLAUGHTERoLANTHORN.COM

“I would take in a big breath heat and humidity exerted from a
and my lungs would freeze and I breath outward is captured by the
thought what if there was some mask and then used to warm and
humidify the cold air
thing else that could
then being breathed
bare the brunt of the
—«
in. The technology to
cold?” he said.
“He is passionate
do this was designed
Part of Vander
by Vanderham him
ham’s
philosophy
about things
self and is currendy
stems from the belief
like alternative
being patented.
that each idea he has
energy and uses
Orindi Ventures
should be pursued
was
allotted a spot
within 72 hours. He
his unbounded
in the GreenLight
followed this system
energy to pursue
competition
after
with his thermal
Vanderham submit
mask, doing a quick
his interest...”
ted a business plan
Google search to
and was selected as
make sure his prod
PAUL LANE
a finalist. The com
uct was original and
FACULTY MEMBER
pany also includes
aLso making a visual
students from Kend
prototype on paper.
After seeing that no such prod all College of Art and Design, Jared
uct really existed, a plan was put Seifert and Tony Franco. At the
into place. The mask functions with competition, Vanderham present
a low profile design that sits over ed a four minute speech on their
the nose and mouth, comparable
to how one would wear a scarf. The
SEE MASK | A2

ENERGY: The opening of the Kindschi
Science Hall. GVL I Kevin sielaff

s a young boy, Iordan
Vanderham already
had a knack for in
vention. Now, as a
soon-to-be
Grand
Valley State University senior, years
of practice paid off when his com
pany, O/indi Ventures, was award
ed $25,000 at the GreenLight Busi
ness Model Competition that took
place on March 30 in East Lansing.
A product design and manu
facturing major, Vanderham has
had many different creations as he
pursued his interests. Orindi Ven
tures is Vanderham’s third com
pany and their award-winning
idea is the thermal mask, a device
that can make breathing in cold
climates more comfortable.
The idea that was presented
came to Vanderham while he
was walking to class.
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STEPS camp looks at
engineering careers

President Haas chosen to
chair Gov. Snyder’s new
education commission

SEELEED

A2

Focusing on the limited female
involvement in STEM-based careers,
the annual camp looked at providing
educational fun in a creative way
SEE A3

STUDENT LIFE

BY JESS HODGE
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‘Shine on for Shelby’
hosts first fundraiser
In honor of murdered GVSU alumna
Shelby Fazio, the newly formed
organization honored Fazio through
a charity event to benefit animals
SEE A6

SPORTS

GV alum thrives in job
with NBA’s Cavaliers
Bob Wunderlich, a GVSU alum and
former safety on the football team,
has found his dream job with the
Cleveland Cavaliers, the 2016 champ
SEE A8

ONLINE

Administrators take
part in grill challenge
President Thomas Haas, Marcia Haas
and Associate VP Andy Beachnau
participated in the Summer Grill
Challenge at the farmers market

ov. Snyder is looking to revamp Michi
gan’s educational system- and he’s en
listed the help of Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s President Thomas Haas. Haas
" will not only sit on Gov. Snyder’s 21st
Century Education Commission, he will be leading it.
The commission is brand new and will focus
on shifting to a system that is better fit for the
21st century. His final report will be due to the
governor by Feb. 28, 2017.
“The governor wanted some of my perspectives
- given my experiences, (because) I’ve been shar
ing thoughts for the past ten years here and well
beyond that higher education is part of the con
tinuum of education,” Haas said. “I think he heard
me say that a number of times both publicly and
privately so I was very honored to get that call.”
The commission, according to Gov. Snyder’s ex
ecutive order to create the commission in March,
will be to “analyze top performing states and nations
to determine how their systems of education (struc
ture, governance, funding, and accountability) have
led to academic and career success for students pre
school through career credentialing/postsecondary
education.” They will also be responsible for deter
mining similarities and differences between Michi
gan and the top performing states and then make
recommendations based off of those findings.
Haas will have monthly meetings until Feb
ruary with the 24 other members on the com
mission to discuss alternative ways to keep pace
with new technological advances.

SEE LANTHORN.COM
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FOCUSING: President Thomas Haas will lead the 21st
Century Education Commission. GVL I KEVIN sielaff
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ince August of 2015,
over 20 bicycles have
been reported stolen
from various locations
on Grand Valley State
University’s campus.
Two suspects have been identified
for stealing the majority of bikes from
not only the GVSU campus, but also
the surrounding campuses of Aquinas
college and Kendall College. The sus
pect’s names have not been released
yet as they are still going through the
proper court proceedings.
Upon questioning, the suspects
revealed that they were targeting
high-cost bikes that they could sell
for parts to pawn shops. Ihe majority
of stolen bikes were locked, however,
they were locked with low-quality
locks that were easy to cut through.
“It is important that bikes are
locked with a U-Lock style lock for
securing bicycles,” said Capt. Bran
don DeHaan of GVPD. “This style
lock is harder to cut or damage and
deters bicycle theft before it happens.”
After the suspects were apprehend
ed, about half of the stolen bikes were
returned to their owners once they
were collected from pawn shops and
other locations. The police are organiz
ing a continuing investigation to try
and find the bikes that remain missing.
“We are seeking restitution for
these bikes that have been stolen from
their owners and we will be pressing
charges for these thefts,” DeHaan said.
While many types of property theft
have declined in recent years, bicycle
theft is on the rise according to FBI
statistics. It is estimated that over 1.5
million bicycles are stolen every year.
According to the national bike regis
try, the biggest place where bike theft
occurs is on college campuses. For
example, over half of the property
crime in the University of California
involves the theft of bicycles.
With the new school year quickly
approaching, the GVPD encourages
students and staff to register their
bikes with the university to increase
the likelihood of finding a bike if it is
stolen. Bikes can be registeres at www.
gvsu.edu/gvpd/bike. The registration
page will ask you to enter personal and
bike information. The more detailed
the description, the better chance of
retrieving a stolen bike. After register
ing, a sticker will arrive in the mail to
be placed on a bike.
For a large-scale investigation,
GVPD can enter stolen registered
bikes into a national computer for
law enforcement across the na
tion. One stolen bikes are entered
in this database, if a bike is found
anywhere around the U.S., GVPD
will be notified and property can be
returned to the original owner.
“The most important thing when
it comes to keeping your bike safe is
making sure you have an appropriate
lock and are aware of the location of
your bike,” DeHaan said.

PATROL: A cruiser is pictured in the
GVPD parking lot. GVL I LUKE HOLMES
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CONTINUED FROM A1

PEACE CORPS INFO SESSION
The Peace Corps will hold an information session for
anyone interested in gaining more knowledge about the
organization.
A Peace Corps recruiter will be at the Grand Rapids
public library from 7 p.m. until 8 p.m. on July 13 to answer
questions and take applications. There will also be returned
Peace Corps members available to share their first-hand
experiences and insights.
For more information contact Carissa Patrone at
peacecorps@gvsu.edu.

BEER EXPLORATION
The Grand Rapids Public Museum will partner with
Brewery Viviant to offer a series of beer exploration classes.
Each class aims to offer a scientific approach to brewing
and experiencing beer. The first class will be held on July 19
at 6 p.m. and will focus on exploring the science behind the
taste and aroma of different beer flavors.
Attendees will learn to how to taste and identify flavors
in the first class while tasting craft beer samples. The event
will conclude with a traditional style beer tasting contest.

LEADERSHIP AWARD
On June 28, the Patricia B. Johnson Award for
Community Leadership and Innovative Grant-making was
awarded to Alan Steinman, director of Grand Valley’s Annis
Water Resources Institute.
The award recognizes individuals and organizations that
demonstrate exceptional leadership and visionary work.
Steinman’s work in freshwater research has had a signifi
cantly positive impact on the Muskegon community.

company including their business plan,
market strategy and what they planned
on doing with the award money.
Professor Paul Lane, a faculty mem
ber in the Seidman College of Business
Marketing Department has had first
hand experience in seeing Vanderham
flourish as an entrepreneur. The pair first
met when Vanderham was in junior high
and a member of the Eagle Scouts.
“Some people like Jordan greet every
day as an opportunity, every challenge as a
chance to learn something new,” Lane said.
“He is passionate about things like alterna
tive energy and uses his unbounded energy
to pursue his interest and passions.”
However despite his natural talent,
Vanderham also credits mentors such
as Lane for his success. Orindi Ventures
even had some mentoring from those
who are in the field to use their ther
mal mask like Bo Parfet, a well-known
mountain climber and Zack Abbot, an
Alaskan pipeline construction executive.
He also believes that GVSUs CEO Club
and the Center for Entrepreneurship and
Innovation were wildly helpful to him.

process it is scored and receives
one of four certification levels.
Certifications levels are
awarded based on the num
ber of points a project earns
in the review process. In order
to receive the title of LEED
Certified, a project must score
40-49 points. LEED Silver re
quires 50-59 points earned,
60-79 for LEED Gold and 804points for the highest certifica
tion of LEED Platinum.
In order to reach the cov
eted level of LEED Gold sta
tus, the Marketplace and P.

LEED
CONTINUED FROM A1

TRIO TREASURE HUNT
Grand Valley State University’s TRIO Upward Bound pro
gram has provided hundreds of students from Grand Rapids
Public Schools with programming to ensure a smooth
transition into college.
Students entering their junior year in high school partici
pate in the program to gain tools, insight and strategies to
prepare them for success. The five-week summer program
includes many activities, one of which allows them to help
plan activities for future participants.
On July 1 participants spent time at the Grand Rapids
Public Museum helping develop treasure hunts and educa
tional programing, all while being able to experience the
museum’s exhibits.

PASSION: Jordan Vanderham (right) with Zoe Bruyn (left) at the Sixth Annual Texas Chris
tian University Richards Barrentine Values and Ventures Competition. COURTESY I NEUGVSU

emission, environmental qual
ity and more. Certified build
ings use less water and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions,
which save money in the long
run. In order for a building to
be certified, the project man
ager must register the construc
tion for review and be an active
participant throughout the
entire process. Once a build
ing goes through the review

Douglas Kindschi Hall of Sci
ence scored high in technol
ogy integration, sustainability
and healthy design, energy ef
ficiency and connectivity.
“Most of my classes were in
Kindschi Hall this year and it
really stands apart from some
of the older buildings on cam
pus,” said GVSU senior Jen
nifer Wutka. “It’s obvious that
the building was made with
the future in mind. The tech
nology, the design and the en
ergy efficiency, its all there and
its exciting to see that the en

vironment is being considered
when expanding the campus.”
GVSU has committed itself
to building all new construc
tion to at least LEED Silver sta
tus to ensure these sustainable
practices continue. According
to the Office of Sustainability,
the certified buildings on GV
SUs campus use 30 percent
less energy, 40 percent less
water and 75 percent less ma
terial than regular buildings.
The campus currently has
1,585,628 square feet of LEED
award certified property.

GV PROFESSOR USES FLIPPED LEARNING
Flipped learning in the classroom is becoming a global
movement, and Grand Valley State University Professor
Robert Talbert has joined that movement.
Rather than giving students new materials and topics in
class and then having them do homework pertaining to that
topic, flipped learning switches that process.
Professors who have a flipped learning model task their
students with activities about new topics outside of the
classroom. This way, they then tackle the more difficult ma
terials in the classroom when students have easier access to
resources, such as their professors.
Talbert, an associate professor of mathematics, is one
of 12 research fellows with the Flipped Learning Global
Initiative

LUBBERS SAFETY
GVSU’s Lubbers Stadium has been recognized for having
exceptional safety. It is one of only 12 facilities in the nation
to receive a Facility of Merit Award from the National Center
for Spectator Sports Safety and Security.
The award will be presented on July 13 during a confer
ence in Arizona. In recent years, average football game
attendance has increased by 20 percent, and safety has
been made a priority by local law enforcement, campus
security, student employees and operations staff.

STRIKING GOLD: The Laker Store and P. Douglas Kindschi Hall of Science at GVSU. The set of buildings were recently awarded the Gold
Standard of LEED certification by scoring high in sustainability and healthy design, connectivity and technology integration. GVL | ARCHIVE

many different places that have been
proven to work and advance education.
“I will spend some time doing some
reading and looking at best practice
across the United States and maybe
even look at other countries,” Haas said.
“Let’s take a look and see what others
are doing and then pick the best of all
and then knit it together in a Michigan
centric system for education.”
The problem with the current educa

HAAS
CONTINUED FROM A1
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“We really want to provide a frame
work with some recommendations both
in the short term and the long (term) on
how we should achieve these purposes of
a educational construct that is going to
be with us for maybe the next 50 years,”
he said. “Let’s create something new and
see how we can move the state in the
right direction and be competitive across
the nation and across the globe.”
After doing research, Haas said
students in Michigan lag behind their
peers on a national and international
level. He hopes to create a design fo
cusing on the educational system on a
state, regional and local level.
The time to chair this commission will
be “quite a bit” of a commitment, but Haas
is excited to work with the other members
and find a system that works for not only a
few years, but for decades down the road.
The commission will be looking at
what other states have implemented
in terms of educational systems. Haas
called it a blank slate: pulling ideas from

©V a® + - C-4

WORKING TOGETHER: President Thomas J. Haas, left, shakes hands with Gov. Rick Snyder.
Gov. Snyder recently appointed Haas to chair his education commission. COURTESY | GVSU
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us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriak3Hanthom.com.
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University students 62 times a year. One copy of this newspaper is available
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tional system in Michigan, Haas said, is it
has been in place for over 50 years, thus
not making it fit for the “global economy”
of today’s technological world.
“What we want to do is make sure we
create a system that’s organized, governed
well, funded and accountable for out
comes,” Haas said. “We don’t need to de
bate what the current system and its faults
are, lets look ahead and create some inno
vative change to give us different results.”

26

Clue: Food given out of the ordinary
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camp
introduces girls
to STEM-based
rograms

FLYING HIGH: Koungo Diarrassouba flies the plane she has built during a Science Technology and Engineering Preview Summer (STEPS) day camp on June 23. GVSU hosted two STEPS day camps for middle
school-aged girls in hopes of introducing and sparking interest in STEM-based programs. The camps started in 2000 in order to address the underrepresentation of females in STEM fields. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF
BY EMILY DORAN
EDORA N(cc LAN THORN. COM

his past month, 90
middle school girls at
tended one of two Sci
ence Technology and
Engineering
Preview
Summer (STEPS) Day Camps at
Cirand Valley State University as part
of a broad initiative to address the
underrepresentation of women and
minority females in engineering and
other STEM-based careers.
The tuition-free camps, which
were started at GVSU in 2000 and
designed to expose girls to the vast
field of engineering, consisted of
four days of classes, field trips, work
shops and recreational activities, as
well as an overarching project of de
signing, building and ultimately fly

ing remote-controlled airplanes.
“We try to give them little pieces
of a lot of different things,” said Sara
Maas, the director of the camps. The
class material, for example, covered
topics such as aerodynamics, cod
ing, biomedical engineering and 3D
printing. During the field trips, the
campers explored life-sized airplanes
and met engineers of various ages,
backgrounds and experience.
According to Maas, the need for
these all-girl engineering camps is
pressing. In response to the statistic
that only 14 percent of engineers are
female, Maas affirmed “we should be
at 50 percent” in order to represent
the general population accurately.
Maas also addressed the issue of
minority females in particular be
ing underrepresented in the field
of engineering. In order to con

front this problem, she said, the
GVSU STEPS program actively
seeks to make minority females a
significant part of the camps.
“We try to run the camp at around
35 percent minority students,” Maas
said. Nevertheless, many of these stu
dents face barriers that could poten
tially hinder their attendance, such as
issues with transportation or financ
es. In order to tackle these obstacles,
GVSU provides free transportation
and need-based scholarships.
“(As) engineers, we’re here to
solve problems, were here to make
life better, and we’re not making it
better for white males—we’re mak
ing life better for everybody,” Maas
said. “You have to be able to cater to
the entire population, and without
bringing up the women and bring
ing up the different backgrounds
.

that people can give to engineering,
then you’re really going to struggle.”
One particular goal of the camps
is to tackle the issue of girls being
discouraged from pursuing a career
in engineering and consequently
suffering a lack of confidence.
“They learn from a very young
age that it’s a men’s world and
that it’s a man’s job and that they
might not be successful at some
thing like that,” Maas said.
In fact, according to Maas, even
girls who display a knack for math
and science can experience outside
pressure to conform to traditional
gender norms: “In general, when girls
get to be about this age and they show
an interest in science or an interest
in math or ... the ability to be really
good at those subjects, sometimes it’s
looked upon as being geeky or dorky.”

Sue West, an adjunct in GVSU’s chemistry department and a
long-time instructor at the GVSU
STEPS camps, agreed that this is a
dangerous and pervasive issue. She
believes many girls, due to various
sources of outside pressure, think
they have to hide their smarts and
conform to traditional gender roles.
“That could be (the result oD a
stereotype, it could be something
that comes from family, it could be a
peer pressure kind of thing, it’s hard
to say; its probably a little bit of ev
erything,” West said. “We want girls
to learn early on that it’s okay to be
smart, and it’s okay to be a girl.”
This concept is actively promoted
in the camps. West emphasized curi
osity, creativity and self-reliance are
SEE STEM | A5
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Committing to Health
GV joins Partnership for a Healthier
America to promote healthy choices
BY DYLAN GROSSER
DGROSSER@LANTHORN.COM

ith Ottawa county
being named the
healthiest county
in Michigan for
three years in a
row, Grand Valley State Uni
versity has decided to join
the fight promoting healthy
lifestyle choices on campus
by joining Partnership for a
Healthier America. GVSU was
one of six new PHA campus
partners announced in May.
PHA is a nonprofit orga
nization chaired by First Lady
Michelle Obama. The goal
of the program is to combat
childhood obesity through
foods and nutrition. Partners
include well-known compa
nies such as Nike.Walmart,
Walgreens, Blue Cross Blue

w

GET ACTIVE: Jacob Salter and Casey Malburg go running around GVSU's campus. GVSU recently joined
the Partnership for a Healthier America to promote healthy life choices on campus GVL I LUKE holmes

Shield, and other universities
like Florida State University
and Ohio State University.
GVSU signed onto the pro
gram, agreeing to follow and
complete 23 guidelines by April
2019. Some of the guidelines
include providing a marked
walking route on campus
stretching at least two miles
in length and implementing a
“comprehensive” plan within
dining venues to encourage
healthy eating. GVSU already
offers or has already imple
mented 12 of the 23 guidelines.
The move to join PHA by
GVSU’s Health and Wellness
Task Force was to “provide a
healthy environment for fac
ulty, staff, and students,” said
Lindsey DesArmo, a GVSU
Health and Wellness specialist.
“We looked at this pro
gram and decided we wanted

to sign on for it because we are
already doing a lot of things to
promote healthy eating and
physical activity on campus,
but we want to take it to the
next level,” DesArmo said.
In order to participate in the
program, GVSU has to cover
the cost of a third-party verifier
to confirm if they qualify for
all of the 23 guidelines, which
amounts to $4,020. DesArmo
said the task force is still assess
ing the cost of implementing
the guidelines, but she esti
mates it will be very minimal
for the remaining 11 guidelines.
“There’s no penalty if we
don’t meet one of the guide
lines we said we would, but we
are paying to have them verify
it, so we should make sure we
get it done,” DesArmo said.
SEE HEALTH | A5
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By Natalie Love

Being the
‘Laker Effect’
Students should take advantage
of the opportunities around them
t Grand Valley
State
Univer
sity we are lucky
enough to be
surrounded by
opportunity. Whether in the
classroom or simply in the
Laker community, we are
surrounded by individuals
with different opinions and
ideas, along with the materi
als needed to make a differ
ence in the world around us.
This ability to make
meaningful change is shown
by Jordan Vanderham, a
GVSU student who created
a thermal mask that can be
used to make breathing in
cold climates more comfort
able. This is a great example
of taking the skills learned in
the classroom and applying
them to the real world.
Available to all students
at GVSU, we have a 3-D
printer on campus, a state
of the art library and every
year, we seem to open up
a new building focused on
student success. Students
from GVSU win awards ev
ery year for their work on the
national level. We have the
skills, we have the resources,
we have the manpower.
As Lakers, we have to
think about what our “Laker
Effect” will be. We have the
opportunity to make the
Laker name spread far and
wide. We just need to ensure
that we are focusing our col
lege education on more than
just a GPA or the end goal of
getting that diploma. Along
the way, we need to make sure

A

were thinking for ourselves
and looking outside of how
things have always been done.
That’s the only way Lak
ers and other members of
our generation will be able
to start solving the problems
that face the rest of human
ity. Sure, a mask for coldweather breathing may not
seem like a worldwide gamechanger, but the ingenuity
and inventiveness used to
create Vanderham’s creation
is exactly what other Lakers
should be striving to utilize
in their own fields of study.
Innovative thinking isn’t
the easiest thing to do. It can
sometimes start off with just
one thought, or it can take
months to formulate a coher
ent idea. The greatest thing
about being in college, and
more specifically at GVSU, is
the resources we are offered.
There are hundreds of faculty,
staff and volunteers that are
all willing to help us with outof-the-box innovative think
ing. It’s high time the students
at GVSU take advantage of
those opportunities while
they’re offered, when failure
can still be considered a won
derful and valuable learning
opportunity.
As the number of Laker
alumni continues to in
crease, it is clear the num
ber of Lakers changing the
world for the better will also
grow. The Lanthorn con
gratulates Vanderham on
his success with his endeav
ors and encourages other
Lakers to follow his lead.

editorial@lanthorn.com

Finding strength in community

BY AUDRA GABLE
EDI TORIA L@LANTHORN.COM

his summer,
I am lucky
enough to have
an internship
in one of many
Michiganders’ favorite spots-Mackinac Island. I’m still
not sure how I got so fortu
nate to wake up every day
and look out over the Straits
of Mackinac, but here I am.
For the vast majority of
people who visit Mackinac
Island, it’s a magical place, right
up there with Disney World.
They look around and see the

horse-drawn carriages, the
happy tourists and the fudge
the island is so well-known for.
While all of those things
are wonderful and, yes, a little
magical, that’s certainly not
the thing I love most about
living on Mackinac Island.
You see, while the island fills
up every day with thousands
of tourists coming off the fer
ries, there are only 500 people
that live here all year.
With such a small com
munity in such a unique place,
it’s impossible to be strangers.
Every day I walk down Main
Street and I can say hello to a
dozen or so Mackinac Island
residents or summer workers
who always seem to have the
time to ask me how I’m doing.
When you think about it,
that small town feeling is so
quintessential^ American.
It makes me think of the
America my parents grew
up in, the one where all the
children played together in the
streets until dark and everyone
looked out for each other.
In the wake of such a

vitriolic and violent summer
this nation has endured, the
strength of community I’ve
found on Mackinac Island has
been a welcome relief.
For the last few months,
Americans have been pulled
in every which way by the
presidential election cycle,
by police violence, by inter
national economic turmoil
and for many other reasons.
But each of those directions
have something in common:
Americans are being pulled
apart from each other. We have
forgotten how to stop in the
street and ask each other, truly
caring about the answer, how
one another is doing.
I’m not naive enough to
think that all of the nation’s
many problems can be solved
if we all just cared about each
other a little more. I know
there is serious legislative and
reparative work to be done.
But here’s the thing:
those things will take time.
They will be messy and loud
and, if done correctly, un
satisfactory to many. That’s

what compromise is.
In times of strife and trage
dy, which Americans have seen
far too much of this summer,
my first feeling is always one
of helplessness. I want to act,
to help, and yet my hands are
empty. I have nothing to give.
That’s not necessarily
true, though. 1 do have kind
ness. I do have compassion.
I do have the ability to share
the love I have for my com
munity, whether that com
munity may be in Mackinac
Island, Allendale, Orlando,
Dallas, or father away.
The beloved television
personality Fred Rogers once
said when calamity strikes to
“look for the helpers. You will
always find people helping.”
While I may not have
been able to donate blood in
Orlando or attend a vigil with
the people of Dallas or Istan
bul or Baghdad, I can create
kindness and togetherness in
the community I live in.
It’s not much, and it
certainly won’t create world
peace, but it’s a start.

The responsibility of being a much older sibling
I had already been a big sister
for eight years, but being much
older sister is a very different
ordeal. Let me list the ways:
1. You don’t have much
room to mess up. They say
that children base most of
their behavioral traits off
experiences from the first few
years of their life. To be hon
est, I think this explains how
sassy my sister is (in a good
way). Imagine learning your
behaviors from a 13-year-old
girl who had side bangs and
wore only Aeropostal graphic
tees, you really have to watch
yourself. I dare someone to
mess with this little girl, she
has five years of high school
angst under her belt already.
2. You aren’t an “In-House
Sibling (TM)” anymore. Even
though you’re living outside of
the house by the time they’re
having things happen of their
own, this doesn’t mean you’re
off the hook. The responsibil
ity is on you to make your way
home for all birthday celebra
tions, all dance recitals and
whatever else they call you and

guilt you into.You try and resist
a first grader calling you to ask
you to buy something from
their school fundraiser so they
can get a T-Shirt, I dare you.
3. The “Right, Hannah?” el
ement. Let me explain. As any
older sibling knows, your little
siblings are your best friends
and your worst nightmare.
One instance where this be
comes a problem is when they
don’t agree with your parents
or your other family members.
They see you as their advocate
in all things. So when mom
and dad say “no ice cream for
dinner” you can almost always
expect a rebuttal where you are
used as the star witness. “Han
nah says ice cream is good for
dinner. Right, Hannah?” At
this point, you have to make
a choice, betray your parents
who have done so much for
you or betray the sad eyes
looking up at you with dreams
of ice cream for dinner.
4. People thinking your lit
tle sibling is your child. When
you’re at the playground with
your sibling and your little sis

ter (who happens to look ex
actly like you) runs up to you,
the obvious assumption is that
this is your child. Honestly,
this shouldn’t be as insulting
as it is. Of course this is what
people think. However, the
first time this happens you
have somewhat of an identity
crisis. Just moments ago you
were two kids going outside
for some fun in the sun, now
you have a child to feed and
college to save for.
Being an older sibling is
weird. It’s weird to see your
siblings driving and talking
and making friends because
you aren’t there all the time
anymore, but it comes with
advantages. You get to be the
cool older sibling coming
home from college and you get
to take them out for ice cream
whenever you want because
you won’t be the one who is
blamed for the cavities. Being a
old sibling is awesome, and be
ing an even older sibling is jast
as cool, because you actually
get to look kind of cute in the
photos you take with them.

Mourning together

this grief. She feels alone.
My boyfriend doesn’t want
to go to work. He wants to
call off and grieve. He has no
energy. He is emotionally and
physically tired. His cowork
ers do not understand.
My friend doesn’t want to
go to work. She wants to call
off and grieve. She has no en
ergy. She is emotionally and
physically tired. Her cowork
ers do not understand.
My boyfriend cries for the
families without sons, children
without fathers, the women
without husbands, and the
cops without partners.'Ihe of
ficer’s families just want them
to come home alive and safe.
Do whatever they have to do
to return to their families. But
they didn’t come home.
My friend cries for the
families without sons, children
without fathers, the women
without husbands, and the
men without friends.The black
men’s families just want them
to come home alive and safe.
Do whatever they have to do
to return to their families. But
they didn’t come home.
My boyfriend pleads

stop killing officers. He can’t
handle another death. He
can’t handle more generaliza
tions. Something needs to be
done to stop this injustice.
My friend pleads stop
killing black men. She can’t
handle another death. She
can’t handle more generaliza
tions. Something needs to be
done to stop this injustice.
Today America mourns
but America does not mourn
together. Instead of uniting in
grief, we are divided in hatred.
The media seems to present
these deaths in a way that dis
courages mourning for both.
That you can not mourn for
the loss of an innocent officer
and an innocent black man.
That’s not true though. It’s not
mutually exclusive.
Both sides are experienc
ing similar feelings. Both sides
have suffered due to prejudice
and gun violence. Both sides
could band together to reform
the criminal justice system
and to create communities. To
improve officer and citizen re
lations. America could mourn
together and unite against
injustices.

VALLEY QUOTE

"It was while making newspaper
deliveries, trying to miss the bushes
and hit the porch, that I first learned the
importance of accuracy in journalism.”
- Charles Osgood
BY HANNAH LENTZ
ASSOC!A TE@LANTHORN.COM
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only.

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn's
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial@lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276
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y family is awe
some. My parents
are both adven
turous teachers,
my 16-year-old
brother is an unbelievably tal
ented athlete and my sister...
well, she’s 8 years old.
To put this age difference
into perspective, the same
year my parents went to drop
me off for my freshman year
at Grand Valley State Uni
versity, they had to drop my
sister off for kindergarten.
When my sister was born,

BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

oday America
mourns.
My boyfriend
mourns for the
loss of Brent
Thompson and the other
Dallas police officers killed
in their line of duty. His
heart breaks for yet another
death of a police officer.
My friend mourns for the
loss of Philando Castile and
Alton Sterling. Her heart
breaks for yet another death
of a black male.

My boyfriend preaches a
thin blue line. He is an advo
cate for law enforcement.
My friend preaches black
lives matter. She is an advo
cate for racial equality.
My boyfriend is in physi
cal pain thinking of the fatali
ties. Officers are killed while
protecting citizens. He can’t
sleep, tossing and turning,
thinking of the innocent of
ficers killed. He is angry that
officers were killed because of
the color of their uniform.
My friend is in physical
pain thinking of the fa
talities. Black men are killed
while reaching for their driv
er’s license. She can’t sleep,
tossing and turning, thinking
of the innocent black men
killed. She is angry that men
were killed because of the
color of their skin.
My friend yearns for some
one to care about these deaths.
For the public to recognize
these deaths. She wishes people
outside the community shared
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MUSKEGON

MAREC rebranded to focus on
innovation, business planning
resource partners, including collaboration with
the Michigan Small Business Development
Center in the Hub, within a professional setting.
nnovation requires a strong support
“We help clients establish and understand
system to foster and build on ideas. what they want to get out of their idea or vi
In order to help businesses and en sion,” Ricco said. “After we help them realize
trepreneurs maximize their growth what they want, we then see where they want to
potential and find long-term suc be in their end goal, which is also our end goal.”
Thomas Hooper, the associate director
cess, the Muskegon Innovation Hub is opening
forspace.
business development at the Muskegon
in downtown Muskegon as a co-working
Formerly the Michigan Alternative and Innovation Hub, said that the renaming
Renewable Energy Center (MAREC), the of MAREC has received a lot of positive
business innovation center will provide a feedback as the Hub emphasizes a focus on
variety of support services designed to help innovation in the Muskegon area.
He also clarified the Hub’s mission of im
growing businesses, entrepreneurs and start
proving the success rate of the companies will
ups within a collaborative environment.
“MAREC was focused on alternative en also build more jobs in the community but
ergy and what we have done now with this also build a stronger economic environment.
“Half of all companies fail in the first five
renaming and rebranding is established a
movement beyond one specific brand so years and we want to boost the success rate
that we can then spread out in the mar up,” he said. “By providing a variety of servic
ketplace,” said Kevin Ricco, director of the es, such as linkages to other organizations and
government resources for support, we are then
Muskegon Innovation Hub and CoLaunch.
Emphasizing how the innovation center providing a needed space for innovators to fo
creates customized business development cus on starting and growing their business.”
In order to highlight the innovation
solutions, Ricco said the customer-service
based environment is designed to work center’s programs and resources, the Mus
kegon Innovation Center held an open
with each individual client’s needs.
He also indicated that their resources - house on June 20, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
With about 180 people in attendance, the
which include working with Hub facilitators in
product development, business planning and social and networking event commemorated
modeling and product commercialization - not only the rebrand but also the opening of
will also allow the clients to meet with business CoLaunch, which provides low-cost work
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY

MMCBRADY(d)LA N THORN.COM

n

space and amenities, networking opportuni
ties and access to on-site business training
tools and resources for entrepreneurs and
other community based professionals.
“A lot of the conversations revolved around
how important our programs are to the entrepre
neurial community along the lakeshore and how
they contribute to the long-term growth and suc
cess of the Muskegon community,” Ricco said.
As the Hub’s presence grows within the
community, connecting with local and
budding entrepreneurs is necessary in
finding and branding innovative ideas in

and out of the Muskegon county.
“Connecting back to Grand Valley’s aca
demic mission we want to work with student
entrepreneurs and help make their idea or
concept a reality,” Ricco said. “By providing
a free space we can also connect students to
internships to a project with clients and get
some real world experience so that they can
maximize their growth potential.”
GO TO:
https://www.gvsu.edu/mihub/
FOR MORE INFORMATION

BUILDING IDEAS: Todd Rebone answers questions from the judges during the 5x5 Night at the MAREC
building in Muskegon. The new innovation hub will be opening soon in Muskegon. GVL | LUKE holmes

WEST MICHIGAN

Grand Haven teams with GV to study impact of tourism on economy
BY KYLE BINDAS
KB!NDAS(ciL>LANTHORN.COM

rand Haven is
one of the pre
miere
tourism
destinations on
Michigan’s west
coast. With Pronto Pups,
miles of beaches stretching
along the lake and well-know n
lighthouses, Grand Haven
has many attractions. So how
many people visit and how
much money do they spend?
Since no study has ever
been conducted to see the way
tourism effects the local econ
omy, Grand Haven enlisted
the help of Grand Valley State
University to gather the data.
“We have this exceptionally
rich talent pool sitting right on
our doorstep, so that’s why we
approached Grand Valley first,”
said Pat McGinnis, City Man

ager for Grand Haven.
Linda Chamberlain, di
rector of technology com
mercialization at GVSU will
serve as the project manag
er for this study.
“There’s three things we
want to do,” she said. “We’re
looking at economic impact,
we’re looking at the number
of visitors, and we’re looking
at how this impacts tourism
in the area.”
The task of gathering and
processing all this information
was a collaborative one, with
three colleges within GVSU
working together. The Seidman
College of Business, the Hos
pitality and Tourism Manage
ment department with the Col
lege of Community and Public
Service, and the Statistics de
partment within the College
of Liberal arts And Sciences all
shared the workload.

Data for the study is being
gathered by students through
out the summer. Students will
be in the city 40 different times
during the summer gathering
data and handing out surveys
for the study. Their findings
will be cross referenced with
cameras set up around the
city to get an accurate count
of people. The survey being
handed out serves a variety of
purposes for the study.
“The survey is also act
ing as the count tool, and the
email that we ask for on the
survey is acting as the means
for a follow up survey that will
get all of the information on
tourism.” Chamberlain said.
“So the faculty found a way for
one act, one request for infor
mation and input, serve three
very different purposes.”
McGinnis was thankful
for the help from GVSU,

SURVEY : Patrons walk through Grand Haven State Park. Linda Chamberlain, director of technology
commercialization will manage a project looking at tourism in Grand Haven. GVL I LUKE holmes

STEM
CONTINUED FROM A3

strongly encouraged among the girls in order to
foster confidence and an interest in engineering.
“These kids are using power tools, they’re
doing things they’ve never done before, they’re
totally out of their element... and that’s what
we want,” West said. “We want them to see that
there’s a million things you can do.”
The parting message which the campers
received at the conclusion of last month’s
camps was a reaffirmation of the impor
tance of education.

HEALTH
CONTINUED FROM A3

Amy Campbell, associate
director of campus recre
ation, said she feels there are
more way to improve non
competitive fitness opportu
nities on campus, an aspect
outlined in the guidelines.
“I always look for oppor
tunities we can improve, and I
think one area we could prob
ably do better on is getting out
of our building." Campbell
said. “One of my goals next
year is to be present outside
of our spaces. Maybe it’s going
to some of the living centers,
maybe it’s exploring some of
the downtown options as that
population continues to grow”

“We remind them that you need to stay
in school, you need to study math and sci
ence and don’t be afraid of it, and you need
to go to college,” West said.
For West, it’s encouraging to see girls from
earlier camps, like Hannah Nyeboer, do just
that. After participating as a camper in 2010,
Nyeboer returned to the GVSU STEPS program
this year as a student counselor. She is currently
a sophomore studying engineering at GVSU.
Recalling her time as a camper, Nyeboer
stressed that the presence of female role mod
els had a positive impact on her and helped her
realize that she could succeed in an otherwise
male- dominated field like engineering.

The Partnership also con
tains an objective for schools
to provide at least 40 diverse
competitive sports, intramu
rals, or informal recreational
opportunities
each
year.
GVSU has 55 club sports alone
open for all students to partici
pate, with 15-20 intramurals
offered each year as well.
“Getting out to audi
ences that are not really ac
tive is a big initiative of the
agreement,” Campbell said..
“Looking at some of these
objectives, I very much
think getting out of our cur
rent spaces and then offering
programs and services for
those that are not currently
active is important.”
An example of already
existing health-based pro

gram, Campbell said, would
be the UFit Plan offered
free to students.
“It’s essentially free personal
training,” Campbell said. “We
met with individuals for free,
where you work with an ex
ercise technician (and) set fit
ness based goals. We also talk
about things like nutrition,
stress management, health and
wellbeing, sleeping, getting in
volved, being socially active,
but all of it revolves around the
physical activity component.”
Additional
guidelines
GVSU still must implement
include providing an out
door fitness area, offering
one bicycle parking space per
15 individuals and offering
a plant-based food option at
every place that serves meat.

saying they were “very ac
commodating” and helped
put the right people from
departments together.
The data collected is going
to be used in a variety of ways
by the city. It will first help to
dictate how the city markets
itself, including in grant appli
cations, sent to the state park
organization to determine
funding, and shared with inter
ested private citizens and orga
nizations, said McGinnis. This

data will also allow the city, and
other organizations such as the
state police, to plan better for
the summer rush of people.
“I expect the outcome to
be (that) we’re going to be
able to do a better job provid
ing public services,” McGin
nis said. “We’ll have a more
credible estimate of the num
ber of people that are coming
here in the summer.”
Besides being reported to
the city, the data will also be

given to the four other orga
nizations who sponsored and
funded the study: the Grand
Haven Chamber of Commerce,
the Grand Haven Main Street
Downtown
Development
Authority, the Grand Haven
Area Convention and Visitors
Bureau, and the Michigan De
partment of Natural Resources
Parks and Recreation Division.
Final results from the
survey are expected to be re
leased at the end of the year.
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Shine On for
Shleby hosts
fundraiser to
honor murdered
GVSU alumna

CHRIS HEIVLY TO SHARE 'CREATIVE
CONVERSATION’
Speaking as part of the Creative Conversation
series, Chris Heivly, the co-founder of MapQuest and
the Startup Factory, will be at Grand Valley State
University’s Innovation Hub in Muskegon, on July 28.
As a mentor and investor. Heivly will share his
experience on launching an idea, a project or a busi
ness. From 9 a.m. to 1 a m, each registered attendee
will receive a complimentary copy of his book 'Build
the Fort’ and the book signing will follow.
Those who attend must register to guarantee a
spot. The cost is $25 a person and $15 for students.
For more information, visit http://www.gvsu.edu/
events/ideas-are-the-easy-part-now-what/.

BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
LAKERUFE@LANTHORN.COM

raveling
to
South
Africa
for elephant re
search, serving
as president of
Circle K and participating
in the Disney College pro
gram were just a few things
Shelby Fazio, a Grand Val
ley State University alum
na, would accomplished
before her death.
On Oct. 26, 2014, Shelby,
23, was stabbed to death by

ANNUAL ENGINEERING DESIGN CONFERENCE AT
GVSU
Senior engineering students in Grand Valley State
University’s Seymour and Esther Padnos College of
Engineering and Computing are set to display their
expertise at the annual Engineering Design Conference.
The event will take place on Aug. 5 from 1 p.m.
until 4:30 p.m., located at the Kennedy Hall of
Engineering and Keller Engineering Lab Building on
Grand Rapid’s Pew Campus.
As graduates must complete a year-long co-op
experience, their degrees will be awarded during the
ceremony instead of earlier at the winter semester
commencement.For more information contact
engineer@gvsu.edu.

her roommate Bryan San
tana in their West Orange
County, Florida apartment.
Her
American
bulldog
Azaia was also killed.
Shortly after in March of LEGACY: Participants pose during the first official fundraiser en
2015, the Shine On for Shel titled "Shine on for Shelby Doghouse Races”, courtesy | sway.com
by organization launched. Cindy Fazio said. “She lived cial fundraiser called the
Terry Fazio and his wife Cin her life the right way, by al “Shine On for Shelby Dog
dy Fazio, along with Shelby’s ways giving back to others. house Races.” The races
closest friends, started the The more people who hear were held on June 11, lo
initiative to carry on the leg about this initiative, the cated at the Jack Abernathy
acy Shelby left behind.
more it will influence oth Park in Davison, Mich.
“Starting this organiza ers to get involved.”
LOG ON TO:
tion and helping others
More than a year since
makes us feel as though the tragedy, the organiza
www.lanthorn.com
Shelby’s still here with us,” tion hosted its first offi
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE

BLAST FROM THE PAST

GVSU RANKED ON TOP GRADUATE PROGRAM LIST
FOR 2016

Glenn and Friends Perform the Music of Simon and Garfunkel

The SR Education Group, an online education pub
lisher based in Kirkland, Washington, released the
2016 Top Graduate Schools list on GraduatePrograms.
com. Grand Valley State university was ranked na
tionally for student satisfaction ratings. Grand Valley
State University ranked at 33 for Social Work and 23
for the Physical Therapy graduate degrees.
The survey collected the feedback from over 1,700
schools from students, and more than 50,000 stu
dent reviews were submitted.
Check out the entire list at http://www.graduateprograms.com/school-rankings.

banging hits from the past that have
kept a spot on many people’s playlists.
Bulthuis’ interest in playing music
was sparked at age eight after seeing
the Beatles on the Ed Sullivan Show in
1964. He said it was the way the Beatles
played their instruments and sang that
left a lasting impression. Shortly after
the show, Bulthuis began playing the
ukulele. By the time he entered the 8th

BY KATE BRANUM
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

othing triggers nostalgia
quite like a familiar, favor
ite song. Glenn Bulthuis Jr.
and his band, Glenn and
Friends, dedicate their time
and energy to promoting that nostalgia
by playing those foot-tapping, head

FARMER’S MARKET FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS
HELD AT GVSU
Sponsored by Human Resources and Grand Valley
State University Department of Public Health, Jody
Vogelzan, registered dietitian, will present recipes
and tips for healthy meals using ingredients fresh
from the GVSU Farmer’s Market.
The 2016 Farmer’s Market Food Demos will take place
in Parking Lot G at GVSU’s Allendale Campus on Aug. 3
at noon. If inclement weather should occur, the demonsfraViohs move to the Kirkhof Center’s Room 2270.
The event is free for the public to attend. However,
rtPflltion is required at www.gvsu.edu/sprout.’ *

grade, Bulthuis upgraded to a Sears Silvertone guitar and took a liking to the
music of Simon and Garfunkel.
Once in high school, Bulthuis linked
up with his long-time friends, Steve
Hilpert and Dorian Holley and began
playing and singing music with them.
Holley has been on tour with big-name
artists such as: Stevie Wonder, Michael
Jackson and James Taylor. He was also
the lead singer in Jay Leno’s “Tonight
Show Band” and is currently the vo
cal coach for the show American Idol.
Bulthuis has done concerts with Holley
in both Michigan and California.
As a student at Calvin College, Bulthuis
played guitar and sang around campus. In
1977, his senior year, Bulthuis was invited
to perform a concert for the student body.
, Jack DeBoer, a music professor at Grand
Valley State University, was a sophomore
at Calvin at the time and recalled being re
cruited as the drummer for Bulthuis’ band.
LOG ON TO:

NOSTALGIA: Members of the Glenn and Friends band pose for a picture for a promotional
poster. The music group was started by Glenn Bulthuis Jr. COURTESY I GLENN AND friends

www.lanthorn.com
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GVSU ANNOUNCES NEW
VIDEO BOARD
Grand Valley State Athletics
announced the construction of
a new video board on June 21
that once completed, will be
the largest in Division II.
The board will be construct
ed in the north endzone with
dimensions of 40 feet tall, 72.5
feet wide and a total display
area of 2,900 square feet; nine
times larger than the previous
video board.
The board will be ready in
time for GVSU football’s opener
against Tiffin on September 1.

AWARD

Commitment to excellence

GVSU MEN’S BASKETBALL
HIRES NEW ASSISTANT
COACH

is more than just winning on the field.
“We evaluate all of our programs
far beyond just how we do in the Di
or the better part rectors’ and Presidents’ Cup stand
of two decades, the ings,” athletic director Tim Selgo
Grand Valley State said. “This past year 64 percent of
athletic program has our student athletes had a 3-point
been one of the top grade point average or better. We’re
programs in the country. That did just as proud of that as we are with
not change this past academic year. the competitive success.”
However success is defined, this
GVSU was presented with the
GLLAC Presidents’ Trophy for the 18th recent win solidifies the fact that
consecutive year. I he trophy is award GVSU is a dynastv across the board
in Division II athlet
ed to the top athletic
___
ics. The success did not
program in the confer
ence. GVSU scored a “We evaluate all of just happen by chance.
It all started in 1996
total of 244 points over
our programs far
when Selgo was hired
the academic year, 53.5
as athletic director.
points more than the
beyond just how
The first order of
second place school.
we do in the
business for Selgo
The point system
Directors’ and
was to increase the
is based on standings
amount of scholarship
and conference cham
Presidents’ Cup
money for athletics.
pionships in differ
standings.”
“We needed more
ent sports. The Laker
athletic scholarship
men won five GLIAC
money for our pro
championships while
TIM SELGO
grams,” Selgo said.
GVSU ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
the women took home
“Of our 19 programs
seven championships.
then, only four were
Along with the Pres
idents’ Trophy, GVSU won the Direc at the maximum.”
Now, all of the women’s athletic
tors’ Cup for having the top Division II
athletic program in the nation. This is programs and most of the men’s pro
the third year in a row that GVSU has grams are at the maximum amount
taken home the cup. The leakers won that the NCAA allows for scholarship
eight cups from 2003-11, and after a money. But the athletic program’s suc
two year hiatus in second place, GVSU cess is attributed to more than just the
started the streak again in 2013-14.
GVSU’s athletic program success
SEE TROPHIES | A8
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICmLANTHORN.COM

GVSU ALUM QUALIFIES FOR
POLE VAULT FINALS AT US
OLYMPIC TEAM TRIALS
Former Grand Valley State
track and field star Kristen
Hixson finished tied for 11th
place in the U.S Olympic Team
Trials on July 8. Hixson's 11th
place finish was good enough
to earn a spot into the finals
which took place on July 10.
Hixson and three other
women cleared a height of
4.35 meters, while nine women
cleared a height of 4.40m. But
the top finisher at the qualify
ing event was Jenn Suhr, who
cleared a height of 4.50m.
Hixson entered the quali
fiers ranked seventh out of 24
athletes competing. She cleared
a bar of 4.65m to qualify for the
Olympic Team Trials.
During her time at GVSU,
Hixson won three indi
vidual Division II National
Championships, two in 2012 and
one more in 2014. Hixson finished
her career at GVSU as the top
pole vaulter in school history.

A7

DYNASTY: Selgo speaks at the Tim Selgo Showcase, where he was the guest of
honor. Selgo has engineered unprecedented success at GVSU. GVL | LUKE holmes

OLYMPIC TRIALS

GVSU alum Thornton nearly qualifies
I OP ien for finals at Olympic Trials

The Grand Valley State men’s
basketball team announced the
..hiring of Taylor Johnson as the
new assistant coach. Johnson
spent the previous three years
"95'B'graduate assistant for the
North Carolina State men’s bas
ketball team while earning his
master’s degree in family and
youth studies.
At NC State, Johnson was
responsible for assisting with
filming practices and games,
editing game film, scouting
opponents and player analy
sis. He is also experienced in
the recruiting process. As a
volunteer student assistant
at Southeastern University in
Lakeland, Florida, Johnson
helped land five recruits for
the basketball team, including
the first Florida Top 50 recruit
in school history.
Johnson returns to the state
of Michigan after graduat
ing from Western Michigan
University in 2013.

GVSU MEN’S GOLFER
FINISHES AS RUNNER-UP
AT MICHIGAN AMATEUR
CHAMPIONSHIP
Domenic Mancinelli, a junior
on the Grand Valley State
men’s golf team, finished in
2nd place in the Michigan
Amateur Championship.
Mancinelli lost in the cham
pionship match to Michigan
State’s Sam Weatherhead.
The Michigan Amateur
Championship featured the top
150 amateur golfers in Michigan.
The field of 150 is reduced to the
top 64, and then the event turns
into a match play tournament.
Mancinelli defeated five
golfers on his way to the cham
pionship round, but fatigue
proved to be a factor in the last
round. Mancinelli played over
eight rounds of golf in five days
after three of his five previous
matches needed extra holes to
decide a winner.
GVSU had two other current
players compete in the event,
Mitchell White and Alex Scott.
Autsin Eccleton and Nicholas
Gunthorpe, both GVSU alums,
also competed in the event.
"This is the second year in a
row that we’ve been really well
represented at these major
Michigan events,” said GVSU
head coach Gary Bissell.

JUST SHORT: Darien Thornton participates in the shotppt event
the Bob Eubanks Open held at the Kelly Family Sports Center on Jan. 15, 2016. Thornton, participat
ing in the hammer thrbw event, finishecMess than two feet short from receiving a berth to the finals at the 2016 Olympic Trials in Eugene, Oregon. GVL I KEVIN sielaff
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JA R VIDSON(S)L A N THORN. COM

enth best hammerthrower in the United
States of America.
That’s
the
title
former Grand Val
ley State track and field standout
Darien Thornton can now add to
his resume after placing tenth out
of a 24-man field at the 2016 U.S.
Olympic Team Trials on July 6.
Thornton’s toss of 68.49 meters
(224 feet, 8 inches) put him fifth on
the leaderboard after the first round.
“It was a solid first throw,” he
said. “It was probably a lifetime
top-10 throw for me.”
But the reigning NCAA Division
II national champion couldn’t sur
pass his mark on the next two throws.
Thornton would finish less than 2 feet
short of a berth in the event finals,
for which only the top nine qualified.
The finals would have given him three
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me to be flexible with competition and
more chances to extend his distance.
“I feel like on a good day I’d be right training, but it’s something that can be
there in the mix,” he said. “I felt like I done. I’d love to be back in four years.”
Thornton will not be alone in his
was on the same level as those guys,
but it just wasn’t there for me this time. training. GVSU throwing coach Sean
Denard helped the for
“1 wanted more,
mer Laker star prepare
but I just have to keep
in the weeks leading up
what’s in the past
“I wanted more,
to the Trials and will
back there and keep
but I just have to
continue to do so.
moving forward.”
“He was up here
keep what’s in the
Thornton will move
at GVSU lifting and
forward from the Trials
past back there
throwing just like nor
quickly. The 21 -year-old
and keep moving
mal,” Denard said.
turns professional this
Denard went along
week and will head to
forward.”
with Thornton to Eu
Canada to compete in
gene, Ore. for the Trials.
his first hammer throw
DARIEN THORNTON
“I traveled with him
competition as a pro.
FORMER GVSU ATHLETE
and various throwing
Life as a profes
people were there as
sional will be diffi
well,” Denard said. “We
cult, but Thornton
believes he can make a return trip are kind of like a traveling circus fam
ily going around the country.”
to the Olympic Trials in 2020.
That traveling circus fit right
“It’s going to take hard work, ef
fort and the perfect situation,” he said. in at Eugene. The nickname
“I’m going to need a job that allows “Track Town USA” fulfilled every

bit of its hype for Thornton.
“It was very different from any
other place I’ve been,” he said.
“The town just loves track. I’ve
never seen so many track and field
fans in my life. You walk down the
street and everyone is talking about
track. You can approach someone
about track and they actually know
what you’re talking about.”
The realization of Eugene’s
love for track and field truly set
in for Thornton during his par
ticipation in the hammer throw.
“The hammer throw is a lesser
known event and so there are nor
mally less people watching," he said.
“But when we were throwing, there
were at least 5,(XX) people watching
and cheering us on. It was really cool."
Thornton was one of three former
I-akers competing at the Trials. Betsy
Graney competed in the women’s
3,000-meter steeplechase and Kris
ten Hixson pushed toward the Rio
Games in the women’s pole vault.
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RECRUITING

Coast to coast

GVSU lacrosse goes out of
state for 2016 recruiting class

BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCATAMNEY@LANTHORN.COM

POSSESSION: Incoming freshman and GV commit Caitlyn Beasley maintains pos
session in a high school game in St. Johns, Florida, courtesy | caitlyn beasley

he Grand Valley State
lacrosse team has en
joyed success in recent
years, from winning
several GLIAC titles to
making a name for themselves at the
Division II national tournament.
This success is built from the
ground up through extensive re
cruiting, and this year, they’ve as
sembled what the coaches believe to
be one of their finest classes yet.
The incoming 2016 class of 12
players - all from out of state - will
join the Lakers this year in their quest
to achieve higher accolades in order
to progress the program further on to
the point where they become annual
championship contenders.
“I think they’re super talented.
This is probably the most ready-togo class we’ve had,” said GVSU coach
Alicia Groveston. “I think this class
will push our current players to the
next level and want to get to that ulti
mate goal. For me it’s helpful, having
them be able to play with that group
that knows our system, and it’s going
to help us so incredibly much.”
The class is as diverse with tal
ent as it is geographically, though
Groveston noted that the case of hav

ing zero Michiganders in the bunch
was coincidental. She cited the newest
crop of programs blooming within
the state have given more opportuni
ties to kids who are looking to achieve
their goal of playing college lacrosse,
giving the Lakers heightened compe
tition when recruiting in state.
This is where the newfound na
tional success comes into play.
“When I first started it was a lot
harder to recruit, but having the suc
cess we’ve had, it doesn’t get much
easier because we’re in a harder
bracket, though now when we send
an email people don’t say, ‘Where the
hell is Grand Valley?’ because they
know who we are,” Groveston said.
Abbi O’Neal, a goal scorer from
Severna Park, Maryland, has had a
heightened effect on this recruit
ing class. Not only does she figure
to serve as an integral part of the
team for years to come, but she
helped the squad gain two more
important pieces as well.
After hearing of Grand Valley
and visiting its campus during her
junior year of high school, O’Neal
fell in love despite having her sights
set on larger schools, such as Penn
State. She committed soon after her
visit and raved to her teammates
about her experience, and convinced
two of her teammates to join her.

“I’m going to be playing a part of a
great team and it’s just a huge part of
my life,” O’Neal said. “I’ll be 10 and a
half hours away from home, which is
totally new, and it’s just a new chap
ter in my life. I’m just excited to be a
part of something awesome.”
Elsewhere, Megan Yoshida
will pack her bags for Allendale
and make the lengthy trip all the
way from Woodbury, Minnesota
to join the Lakers.
Yoshida, who was first re
cruited by the Lakers in the fall qf
her junior year, was first seen by
Groveston at a tournament in Flor
ida. Both sides had mutual interest,
and the former high school team
captain committed quickly in the
winter of the same academic year“When I first started looking at
colleges I knew I wanted to get away
from home and Minnesota doesn’t
have many competitive lacrosse pro
grams. I wanted to get into a program
that was established already,” Yoshida
said. “I am definitely excited to con
tinue the growth of the program.
We’re a fairly new team and the girls
before us have put in a lot of work. I
hope we can get to the tournament
again and hopefully, in my career, win
one. That would be awesome.”
SEE RECRUITS | A10

LAKER EFFECT

Dream job
GVSU alum finds his niche
with the Cleveland Cavaliers
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

hen
LeBron
James announced
his intent to re
turn home to
the
Cfcveland
CaValiers in the summer of
2014, Grand Valley State foot
ball alum Bob Wunderlich
thought the best basketball
player in the world had nixed
his chances at getting a job
with an organization that he
figured many people would
want to work for.
So he thought, anyway.
Wunderlich, who holds a
degree in Advertising/Public
Relations, got a job with the
Cleveland Cavaliers after do
ing an internship with Quicken
Loans the same summer James
made his return to Ohio. He

has enjoyed immediate success,
gamering two promotions in a
span of about eight months to
his current title as Membership
Development Specialist.
Wunderlich’s responsibili
ties include managing a large
number of clients who hold
season ticket memberships
with the team, and making
sure they are receiving the best
experience possible with the
Cavaliers. He is also involved
in coordinating communitybased events with the Cavaliers.
He was named Rookie of
the Year by the organization
towards the end of the Cava
liers regular season, and it’s
safe to say Wunderlich has
found his dream job.
“It’s been a privilege and a
blessing, to be honest,” Wun
derlich said. “I work for such
a great organization, and one

SALUTE: Cleveland Cavaliers personnel stand on the court at Quicken Loans arena, commonly referred to as "The Q,” during a game this
past season. Grand Valley alum Bob Wunderlich is a Membership Development Specialist with the Cavaliers, courtesy | bob Wunderlich

who believes in growth organi
zationally, and not just bringing
in outside people.”
GVSU football coach Matt
Mitchell is not surprised to see
his former player having suc
cess in the professional world.
“Not surprised at all,”
Mitchell said. “We recruited
him...he was one of those guys
that really embodied Grand
Valley State football...with a
lot of those characteristics that
we saw here, it doesn’t surprise
me that he’s having success
with the Cavaliers.”
Wunderlich was first in

trigued with the idea of work
ing for the Cavaliers during
his internship with Quicken
Loans. He was enamored by
the organizational culture in
stilled by one of the Quicken
Loans founders, Dan Gilbert,
who also owns the Cavaliers.
Wunderlich decided that
he was going to go all in and
set his sights on the Cavs, and
didn’t have a Plan B.
“I had always heard of all of
(Gilbert’s) places being kind of
like Google,” Wunderlich said.
“When you think of Google,
you think of fun, you think of

CLUES ACROSS
1. Acquired knowledge of
7. Brief appearances
13. Owns a ranch
14. Goes by
16. Potato state
17 Inappropriate
19. Millihenry
20 Treasuries
22. Crony
23. Norse god
25. Accidentally lose
26 Allied H.Q.
28. Shiva’s first wife
29 Earth System Model
30. Sandy island
31. Cam Newton’s dance
33 Nigerian people
34. A ridge on nematodes
36.___Creed: profession of faith
38. Gulf of, in the Aegean.

40. Expresses anger
41. Emerges
43. WWII battle
44. Wrestlers work here
45. Not happy
47. Measure of speed
48. A way to communicate (abbr)
51. Gemstone
53. Metric weight unit
55. Region
56. Guides projectile's motion
58. Not involved with
59. Cosmetics giant
60. Exclamation of surprise
61. No fighting
64. Tantalum
65. Optimistic
67. Herbs
69. Categorized
70. A famous street

CLUES DOWN
1. Madames
2. Printing measurement
3. Being in a position
4. Genus
5. Post-deduction amount
6. Champs get this
7. Single-_organisms
8. Greatest boxer ever
9. Buddhist concept
10. Fencing swords
11. Operating system
12 Musical interval
13. Soldier's tool
1$. Places of worship
18. Supervises flying
21 Offers help
24. Precaution
26. Car mechanics group
27. Devotee of sports
30. Detectives get these

Answers on A10

32. Coming into existenc
35. Loss of signal (abbr )
37. Feline
38. Decorative tea um
39. Native Americans from Colorado
42. Resembles a pouch
43. Type of home (abbr)
46 Cut a rug
47. Devil rays
49. Simmer
50. Veranda
52. Outcast
54. Famed aircraft engineer
55. Realm
57. Chair
59. Music awards show (abbr.)
62. Did not starve
63. Was once liquid
66 Former Cardinal Taguchi
68 Trademark

CHAMPION: Bob Wunderlich poses with the Larry O’Brien trophy,
earned from the Cavaliers' 2016 title. COURTESY | BOB wunderuch

their atmosphere, you see all
the photos.. .at Quicken Loans
it was that same atmosphere—
it was colorful, there was food,
a game room. I didn’t want to
just sit behind a desk, I wanted
to have an environment that I
could thrive in.
“That’s when I decided I
needed to work for the Cavs,
I needed to do it right when
I got out of college. That’s
why I only decided to throw
my hat in with them ”
Wunderlich applied for
the job he wanted during the
Fall semester of 2014, his last
semester at GVSU. He was
previously turned down for
a different position that he
wasn’t expecting to get.
His first call-back from the
Cavaliers was both exciting and
unexpected. He applied on
line for the position, and got a
phone call about a week later.
“I was literally in my
place like ready to eat lunch,
when all the sudden I’m in
an interview with the Cava
liers for the job that I want
ed,” Wunderlich said.
Despite being put on the
spot, Wunderlich earned
an in-person interview in
Cleveland. He consulted with
one of his former professors,
Dr. Tim Penning, and his
parents about the interview
process and how to handle it.
However, nothing could
fully prepare him for what
awaited in Cleveland. Wun

derlich says he and six to ten
candidates were interviewed 3s
a group by three managers for
about an hour, and then had to
go through the same process
again with another trio of man
agers for another hour.
After
surviving
the
gauntlet in Cleveland, Wun
derlich was notified he got
the job shortly thereafter.
“I was going crazy’’ Wun
derlich said. “I’m pretty sure it
was a Friday when I got offered,
and I just like drove straight
home to my parents just to let
them know. I’m from Troy, so it
was a two and a half hour drive,
I was like, Tm going to let them
know in-person.’
“It was unbelievable. That
was a great day.”
Wunderlich began with
the Cavaliers in January
2015, and describes the ex
perience as a whirlwind.
Whirlwind is an apt word
for a first year that included
two promotions for Wun
derlich and the Cavaliers
advancing to the NBA Fi
nals, eventually falling to the
Golden State Warriors 4-2 in
a best of seven series.
“People work in sports
their whole lives and don’t get
to make it to a championship
round,” Wunderlich said. “To
lose it was pretty devastating,
but I hadn’t really gone through
a whole year, so I didn’t really
SEE DREAM JOB | A9

TROPHIES
CONTINUED FROM A 7

scholarship money.
“Its not about resources. It’s not about
facilities. It’s about people,” GVSU’s as
sociate athletic director Keri Becker said.
“It’s our ability to recruit quality, talented
coaches and retain them, and their ability
to recruit quality student athletes
A school can have money to fund ath
letics, but that does not always translate
into wins. In order to have a thriving pro
gram, the right people need to be in place
to help teams reach their full potential.
“I think we have the best coach
ing staff in Division II in the country.
They are good leaders, and they care
about their kids,” Selgo said.
The athletic program has had a pro
longed period of success, but on July
11, the program entered into a new
era. Selgo is going into retirement, and
Becker will be taking his place.
As someone who has worked under Sdgo, Becker understands how the program

SMILE AND WAVE: Tim Selgo is honored at halftime of the GV men’s basketball 76-73 win
over Saginaw Valley State on February 18. Selgo is nearly done at GV. GVL | kevin sielaff

operates and will be able to pick up the job
without the program losing momentum.
“I believe that we are here to support
our student athletes to create the best stu
dent-athlete experience,” Becker said.
Although the school will experi

ence a change at the top position in
athletics, the program is still set up
for success with Becker at the helm.
The Lakers will continue to be con
tenders for the top athletic program
in the conference, and in the nation.
♦
• ♦ ♦
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HALL OF FAME

Hall of Fame Bound

Head GV athletic trainer Mark Stoessner was named the 26th member of the MATS Hall of Fame on June 10
BY NATALIE LONGROY
NLONGROY@LANTHORN.COM

ometimes it takes a
career-ending injury
to jump-start a career.
Now over 30 years lat
er, Grand Valley State’s
Mark Stoessner has been inducted
into the Michigan Athletic Train
ers’ Society (MATS) Hall of Fame.
Stoessner has been an athletic
trainer in Michigan for 29 years and
recently completed his ninth year as
the head athletic trainer at GVSU.
Stoessner directly works with the
football team and also supervises

volleyball, basketball and baseball.
On June 10, Stoessner became
the 26th inductee into the MATS
Hall of Fame.
“I’m more happy, you know,
work a lot of hours and miss a lot
of stuff at home so it was good
that my wife and kids were there
and my parents,” Stoessner said.
Stoessner realized his call to
athletic training back in high
school, after he suffered a career
ending neck injury that ended his
ability to continue playing sports.
“I played sports in high school,”
Stoessner said. “When I got hurt,
I was in the 10th grade. I went to
(Bowling Green State University)

in Ohio and got my Bachelors de
gree. Then I went to grad school
in Northern Michigan and then
passed the national board certifica
tion exam for athletic trainers.”
After completing the exam, he was
given a chance to work at Northern
Michigan by the athletic director.
“If I didn’t start with the job I start
ed with there, I’d be somewhere else
right now’’ Stoessner said. “I’d be an
athletic trainer, I think, but I wouldn’t
have followed the path that I did.”
According to the MATS, there are
four criteria candidates have to meet
to be considered for the Hall of Fame.
First, the individual must contribute
to the profession of athletic training.

LEGACY: Grand Valley State head athletic trainer Mark Stoessner looks on at a GVSU football practice. Stoessner, in his tenth
year at GVSU, became the 26th inductee of the MATS Hall of Fame on June 10. COURTESY | GVSU SPORTS information

In 2013, Stoessner helped cre
ate law HB4263, which updates
the practice act that defines what
a licensed athletic trainer is in
Michigan. Finally, two years later
in 2015, the bill passed through
the House of Representatives and
the Senate, and signed by Michi
gan Governor Rick Snyder.
“MATS was able to put forth
legislation that lowered our state
licensure fees, and updated our
working relationship with physi
cians in our practice act that could
open the doors for future reim
bursement for athletic trainers
working in the rehabilitation set
ting, as well as those athletic train
ers in physician offices,” said Bill
Shinavier, staff athletic trainer at
the University of Michigan.
Second, they must contribute
to the MATS, Great Lakes Athlet
ic Trainers Association (GLATA)
and National Athletic Trainers’
Association (NATA).
Stoessner is a part of all three
of the above organizations. He has
served as president of the MATS
from 2013-15, was the Vice President
of the GLATA from 2009-11 and was
a Michigan state representative from
2012-13. He is a current member of
the NATA College and University
Athletic Trainer Committee.
“Not just in athletic training, but in
other professions too, people should
probably try to give back and help out
the next group,” Stoessner said.
Third, they must provide some
sort of related profession work,
such as a workshop or seminar.
“We teach students in the pro
gram all the time,” Stoessner said.

“They’ll come to do clinical observa
tions with different teams, supervised
by the staff member of mine that’s
working with that team and they get
different experiences that way. There’s
education going on but it’s not ‘Okay
let’s put the PowerPoint up! You teach
based on what happens.”
Stoessner gave one of GVSUs cur
rent associate athletic trainers, Jim
Winkler, an opportunity back in 1998.
“He took a chance on me in 1998
and hired me as a graduate assistant
to work with men’s ice hockey and
football, something that has shaped
the last 18 years of my life,” Winkler
said. “Hiring me back in 2011 at GV
gave my family and I an opportuni
ty to get closer to family and ulti
mately have a better quality of life.”
Fourth, they must do volunteer
work in the profession and must
be a certified athletic trainer for
over 15 years, and 10 years must
be spent in Michigan.
Stoessner is going on his 10th
year at GVSU as an athletic trainer
and has accomplished so much from
helping to pass a law to becoming in
ducted into the MATS Hall of Fame.
He won’t think about retiring until
his son, 16, completes college.
“My family is pretty tied to this
area,” Stoessner said. “My wife’s
originally from Grand Rapids and I
don’t think we’re going anywhere. I
think this is where I’ll stop.”
Though he has no plans of retire
ment yet, Stoessner say he has only
one thing to look forward to after
he completes his storied career that
was filled with hard work, long days
and many accomplishments.
“A golf cart,” he said.

CROSSFIT

Mission accomplished
GVSU strength club member AJ Davis among
the top finishers at the 2016 CrossFit Regionals
Center when he noticed an
other student doing several
muscle-ups, an advanced
workout where one starts
on the ground, grips the bar
overhead and proceeds to pull
their entire body over the bar.
That student turned out to
Irom In-- home
in Plainwell, Michigan. What be Jack Klingbiel, who was a
was once nothing more than member of the GVSU strength
a hobby, CrossFit has become club. Davis approached Kling
the staple in this Grand Valley biel and brought up his desire
to get involved with CrossFit.
State senior’s life.
Davis was a three-sport Right then, Klingbiel got him
varsity athlete in high school. started with the strength club.
Davis began working out
He participated in basketball,
golf, and was a captain on the with the club near the end of
this
freshman
football
team.
year in 2014.
Davis enjoyed
messing around “You’re competing He immediately
gained the atten
and having fun
against yourself
tion of his fellow
as well, as he
every day, trying
club members.
was voted “Most
“We
knew
Spirited” among
to do the best
that he had a lot
his classmates.
that you can and
of potential in
Davis found
him,” strength
get better each
his days of
club
president
competition
day. That’s what
Adam Marthalpotentially
CrossFit is.”
er said. “For his
over after his
ADAM MARTHALER
first time ever
high
school
STRENGTH CLUB PRESIDENT
doing CrossFit
graduation. In
he was mov
the summer of
ing
really
well
and most new
2013, Davis came across the
things clicked with him.”
CrossFit Games on TV.
A couple months into
“It totally inspired me,” Da
vis said. “I knew I wanted to his newfound love of CrossFit, Davis followed the lead
find a way to do that.”
Before long, an oppor of Klingbiel and joined the
tunity presented itself in a CrossFit gym, Lake Effect.
serendipitous way. Davis There he participated as a
was at the GVSU Recreation member and did his qualify
BY BRENDAN MCMAHON

BMCMAHON@LANTHORN.COM

ing events for The 2014 Open.
The Open is an event that
hundreds of thousands of
people compete in. Only a se
lect few hundred advance to
The CrossFit Regionals. From
Regionals, only the most
elite advance to The CrossFit
Games, which consist of the
world’s top CrossFit athletes.
As nothing more than a
casual CrossFit trainer, Da
vis finished in 1,600th place
out of roughly 10,000 par
ticipants in the 2014 Open.
Not too bad for a beginner.
“I was only training one
to two hours a day at that
point,” Davis said. “I was
eating whatever I wanted.”
Davis increased his train
ing time per week and cut his
beloved TimBits donuts out
of his diet. He became a coach
at Lake Effect and devoted the
majority of his time to prepar
ing for The 2015 Open.
This time around, Davis
placed 133rd out of about
10,000 competitors in The
Open, only 58 spots away
from qualifying for Region
als. Though Davis was happy
with his performance, he
knew it was still not his best.
Davis made qualifying for
the 2016 regionals his goal. He
wrote his goal everywhere he
went, on his wall at home, at
the gym and in his notebooks.
”1 started training two
to four hours a day,” Davis

RIPPED: Anthony "AJ” Davis deadlifts 405 pounds at the regional CrossFit tournament. Davis took up
CrossFit in 2013, and is making a name for himself just three years later. COURTESY | ANTHONY DAVIS

Event five, the deciding
event, was a repeat of his
first ever CrossFit com
petition back in 2014. A
21-18-15-12-9-6-3 rep cir
cuit of thrusters and bar
facing burpees. In 2014,
Davis recorded a time of
12:31 in the event. Just two
years and countless hours
of training later, Davis re
corded a time of 8:51 in
2016. He took 20th place
in the event and clinched a
spot in regionals, finishing
19th overall in The Open.
“It was unreal because I

with self-betterment.
“You’re competing against
yourself every day,” Marthaler
said. “Trying to do the best that
you can and get better each day,
that’s what CrossFit is.”
Davis, with improving
lifts and times in the gym,
received a sponsorship and
improved in the classroom
as well, earning his best
GPA in college thus far.
Finally, The 2016 Open ar
rived—a five week competition
with an event every week, with
only the top 20 athletes ad
vancing on to regionals. Come
week five of The Open, Davis
found himself right on the
cusp of advancing to regionals.

said. “I made working out
my whole life.”
Davis cut out every dis
traction from his life, includ
ing alcohol and junk food.
Unfortunately, he had to cut
out social time and friends as
well. The college experience
took a back seat as Davis vied
to become one of the world’s
most elite CrossFit athletes.
In the fall of 2015, Davis
competed in the East Coast
Championship
Qualifier
where he took 11th place. This
qualifier was filled with legiti
mate CrossFit competition.
Davis was less con
cerned about the competi
tion and more concerned

SEE DAVIS | A10
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know what that feeling was like.
This past season and Wunderlich’s sec
ond season with the team saw the Cava
liers advance to the Finals again. The Cavs
Taced the prospect of elimination yet again
<iown 3-1 against the Warriors, the team
that defeated them just a year ago.
I This prompted Cavaliers General Man
ager David Griffin to send an organizaJion-wide email.
“(Griffin) sent an email out to our entire
$eam and to our entire family, and basically
was like, ‘It will be up to us to defy history,’ and
we did,” Wunderlich said. “He shot that email
out and it turned everything around for us.”
The Cavaliers became the first team in NBA
history to come back from a 3-1 series deficit in
the NBA Finals, and ended the Cleveland sports
championship drought that began in 1964.
Wunderlich is currently working on coor

dinating an event that will commence some
time around the end of August that will be a
celebration of the Cavaliers’ 2016 champion
ship exclusively for season ticket holders.
He says his job with the Cavaliers has been
everything he hoped for and more, as he en
joys the family style organizational culture
that attracted him to the job in the first place.
“It’s so much about just being able to get
along together, rather than just rarely talking
to anyone,” Wunderlich said. “Our offices are
so wide open that we have music going on all
the time, if people mess up in an email, they
have to do karaoke in front of everyone.
“It’s just a An environment to be in "
As for how he believes the Cavaliers will
fare this upcoming season—which is im
portant in Wunderlich’s job—he says he’s
not going to worry about that just yet.
“I get my (championship ring) for winning at
the home opener in October, I’ll be able to show
my new NBA championship ring off so, I’m hap
py with that right nowf Wunderlich said.

www.meadowscrossmg.net

,
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Opportunity of a lifetime
GVSU rowing club enjoys competition, team bonding experience in England at Henley Royal Regatta
BY MASON TRONSOR
MTRONSOR@LANTHORN.COM

ngland-the birth
place of Shake
speare and The
Beatles-was home
to the 2016 Henley
Royal Regatta. The Grand Valley
State mens and womens rowing
dub competed at the prestigious
event from June 15-29.
The Henley Royal Regatta
is arguably one of the bestknown regattas in the world
and attracts thousands of spec
tators who are thrilled by the
200-plus races of international
standards, including Olympi
ans and crews new to the event.
GVSU was in deep waters,
as they raced against some of
the top teams in the United
States as well as top-level inter
national competition. Notable
college teams from the States
featured Drexel, Harvard, Cor
nell, Princeton and Massachu
setts, among many others.
“The competition was very
fast and very competitive,” said
GVSU coach Michelle Good
win. “There were a lot of in
ternational teams and college
teams as well. Mainly, the teams
were outside of England. This

was the best year for interna
tional teams at a record high.”
Rowing in England compared
to the US is vastly different in
terms of the competition style.
US regattas primarily race mul
tiple teams against each other
in the same race. However, in
England, most races pit just two
teams against each other; one
boat against another boat.
“Rowing at the Henley
Regatta is now my favorite
to-date race in England,” said
junior Ellie Peebles. “I really
like the intensity of only hav
ing two boats in one race com
pared to a usual six to eight.”
Peebles, a native of East
bourne, UK, treated the race
like a homecoming of sorts.
This year she studied abroad
in the US and experienced
many new adventures, espe
cially with her teammates.
Not only did the Lakers
experience the hometown
of one teammate; they also
ventured out to many tourist
sites England had to offer.
“We went to London and saw
all the major tourist sights like
Buckingham Palace, Big Ben
and the Tower Bridge,” Good
win said. “Some of the team ven
tured to Oxford, Windsor castle
(the queens country home).”

RECRUITS
CONTINUED FROM A8

Caitlyn Beasley, the do-it-all
competitor out of St. John’s, Flori
da, was the final recruit to join the
current class. In fact, Beasley wasn’t
even on the Lakers’ radar until her
last tournament of her senior year.
Beasley, who had previously been des
tined to Jacksonville University, decom

The races were intense and
very competitive. Lack of suc
cess is far from the future impli
cations of the rowing team for
the Lakers. Several novice row
ers between both the mens and
womens teams made the trip.
This should bode well for the
future outlook of the Laker navy.
“I think having the younger
athletes make the trip really
gives them a taste of the ex
citement and competition of
Henley and the drive to want to
come back again in the future,”
Goodwin said. “I think it is a
fantastic experience to be able
to go over and race teams that
we would never have the op
portunity to race regularly.”
Only the top 10-12 rowers get
to go each trip for the Lakers, and
will serve as motivation for the
rowers who didn’t make the trip,
as well as rowers who want to
make it back to England.
“I think this trip will help the
team in future competitions be
cause it gives everyone something
to work for,” said sophomore Em
ily Koons. “Although we do have
tough competitions in the states,
the tougher competition is over
seas, and to get there, you have to
beat out your other teammates
that also want to experience this
once in a lifetime opportunity.”

mitted three days before she was sup
posed to sign her national netter of intent.
“(For a bit] I didn’t even know if I
was going to play anywhere, but I knew
that when I talked to the coaches and
toured I knew that this is where I want
ed to go,” Beasley said. “I’m looking for
ward to making this season something
that people will remember - something
that our freshman class will continue
what GV started with last year’s tour
nament, and ‘wow’ everyone and put

HEAVE: Rowers at the Lubbers Cup Regatta held on April 9. The Grand Valley rowing club par
ticipated at the annual Henley Royal Regatta in England from June 15-29. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

Grand Valley on the map.”
O’Neal, Yoshida, and Beasley will be
accompanied by Ashley Albright (Linwood, New Jersey), Ally Bari an (Prior
Lake, Minnesota), Abigail Dengler (An
napolis, Maryland), Anna Gritter (Fish
ers, Indiana), Alexia Hipsher (Newport
Beach, California), Skylar Simmers (Davidsonville, Maryland), Sarah Stagaard
(Allentown, Pennsylvania), Elizabeth
Yeomans (Brunswick, Maryland), and
Annie Yost (Wanaque, New Jersey).

LAKER EXCHANGE

DAVIS
CONTINUED FROM A9

sacrificed so much to
achieve this,” Davis said.
Davis’ journey through
the 2016 games came to an
end soon after in regionals.
He finished in 24th place
in the central region, nine
spots away from qualifying

for the CrossFit Games.
“It was the best experi
ence of my life,” Davis said.
“My goal was top 75 and to
finish 19th was already a
huge accomplishment.”
Davis will compete in a cou
ple events coming up this year,
but his primary focus is The
2017 CrossFit Games—an event
that represents his next goal, his
mission and his life’s passion.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL
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lakerexchange(a)ianthom.com
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GVSU Facilities Services
would like to remind
all students to keep your
windows closed as we finish
out these last few weeks of
cold weather.
Keeping windows closed will
save your school energy and
money!
Hey Grand Valley Students!
Enroll for summer courses at
Oakland Community
College now! Summer 2016
final registration is on May 5.
John Ball Zoo is now open
for the season!
Exhibits include an aquari
um with penguin feedings,
pelican feedings, and tons of
other cool creatures, like
lions, monkeys,
and kangaroos. Visit today!

The Lanthorn is seeking
candidates with
sales experience for an
Account Executive
position with our
Advertising department.
Check LakerJobs for more
information, or email
advertising@lanthorn.com
for more information.
The Lanthorn is seeking
candidates for
our Distribution Team. If you
are interested in being a
Distribution Associate, check
LakerJobs or email
our Distribution Manager at
distribution@lanthorn.com
for more information.
The Lanthorn is seeking
qualified candidates for a
Campus Accounts Manager
position in our Advertising
Department
Check LakerJobs for more
information,
or email
advertisi ng @ lanthorn. com
for more information.

Employment
Padnos is hiring! We are a
full-service recycling and
scrap management
company. Go to our website
at www.padnos.com to find
out more.
SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and Females
Teach your favorite activity
Archery-Arts-CanoeCostuming
Enameling-Gym- Photo
Pottery-Sail-SilversmithingSwim-T ennis-Waterski
Enjoy our website at
www.tripplakecamp.com.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP
1-800-997-4347

Housing

Want to work for the
Lanthorn? All positions are
currently open for
applications, which can be
found at www lanthorn.com.
Questions should be
directed to
editorial@lanthorn.com.

Housing
48West Apartment available
for move in date as early as
June 1, 2016.This 4
Bedroom, 4 Bath Apartment
is a top floor unit in
the kitchen/living area with
private balcony.
Washer/Dryer/Dishwasher/M

ANSWERS

TO
PUZZLES

ISO: Someone to sublease
my furnished A style 4 bed/4
bath apartment. Lease is
from May-July 2017. Rent is
$400 and a $50 rental credit
is included.
If you are interested, email
smitshat@mail.gvsu.edu.

Looking for a female upper
classman/graduate student
roommate for a
two bedroom, two bathroom,
newly built house off of 52nd
street, one minute away
from Grand Valley State
University Allendale campus.
The rent is $560 a month
(includes both rent and
utilities). Contact Bronte
Reisinger at
bkr2448@gmail.com for
more information.

I have a room available for
sublease for next school
year, in a Campus View 4
bedroom, 2.5 bath townhome. I’ll even pay your first
month's rent! If interested,
contact me at
boczarn@mail.gvsu.edu.

I'm looking for someone to
take over my lease. It's
$684/mo. and the apartment
is fully furnished. Evolve is a
brand new community,so
you would be the first to live
in the apartment. It comes
with a washer/dryer, dish
washer and a flat screen tv
in the living room. The only
thing that isn't included is the
electricity. Pets are
welcomed. The apartments
will be available in August
You can contact me via
email at
hairstor@mail.gvsu.edu or
cell at 231-343-8863.
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Entertainment
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Conifer Creek Apartments
offers 4 bedrooms,
4 1/2 baths, garage, cable
and internet included,
washer and dryer in every
unit, 3/4 of a mile from
GVSU, walking distance to
bus stop, restaurants, and
grocery store, lower utility
bills!

Apartment available from
August 2016 to July 2017 at
48 West. Large bedroom
with a private bathroom and
payments are $510 with an
included covered parking
spot.
Email: nunnr@mail.gvsu.edu
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Housing

Housing

A

icrowave included. Bedroom
has a private bath with large
closet.
Amenities Giant Outdoor Hot
Tub with Fire Pit, Theatre,
Gym, Game Room, Study
Rooms, Printing, and FREE
TANNINGICall or text for
more information,
231-690-0037.
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Looking for a fourth female
roommate for a Campus
West apartment for the
2016-2017 school year! We
have a 4 bedroom 2 bath
floor plan. We have a
full kitchen and laundry room
as well. Rent is around 445,
plus utilities that are around
25-30 each month!
You can contact me at my
cell:(269)491-7822
or my email:
millera4@mail.gvsu.edu.
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Campus Dining now has a
NEW late night menu! This
menu is available 7 days a
week during the normal
semester, from 10 pm to
midnight at the Connection
and kleiner Market.

It!;

616 331-2460
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Live Better! Campus View
apartments and town-homes
has everything you need and
want at a price that can’t be
beat. Want the
independence of living in an
off-campus community while
being virtually on-campus?
You’re at the right place
Looking for a
male roommate who is
interested in finding housing
downtown for next fall. I'm a
business student, chill guy,
who needs a responsible,
drug free roommate. If you fit
the bill, text me at 231-3921871.
Looking for someone to
sublease my apartment at
Meadows Crossing for the
2016-2017 school year. The
apartment is fully furnished
and you would have your
own bedroom and bathroom.
I am looking for a boy or girl.
You can email me
for more information!
mayad@mail.gvsu.edu.
Looking to sublease two
rooms (May-August) in our 4
bedroom town-home at
Sutters Mill. Private
bathrooms, walk in closets,
both are on the upper level,
also a garage unit.
Preferably two males.
$420/mo per room
plus utilities.
Please email me at
quanteg@mail.gvsu.edu
for more information.
One female roommate
needed for 4 bedroom house
in Standale.
Lease beginning Aug. 2016.
$400/month,
utilities included!
Please contact Amy at
sturrusa@mail.gvsu edu.

A

Grand Valley students, come
see THE BOSS at AMC Star
Grand Rapids! In theaters
April 8.

Created to serve.
Built to perform.
TIAA started out nearly 100
years ago. Today, millions of
people who work at not-forprofits, including academic,
research, medical, govern
ment and cultural fields, rely
on our wide range of
financial products and
services to support
and strengthen their
financial well-being.

Jimmy John’s offers
gourmet sandwiches with a
ton of options to choose
from. If you don’t want to
leave campus, the Lake
Michigan Drive store will
deliver right to your location
in no time!
Call or order online.

Moving and cant fit your
furniture in your car? Call
Love INC of Allendale (8955683) to pick up any
furniture items you would
like to donate (at least a
week in advance.

Planned Parenthood
provides up-to-date, clear,
medically accurate
information that helps you
better understand
your sexual health.
Call (616) 459-3101 or visit
plannedparenthood.org.
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